
Protel Autotrax key commands
As an (old!) DOS program, Autotrax relies extensively

on keyboard commands instead of mouse clicks. Actually,
this works ratherwell, especially as you get more skilled in
using the program. Most of the letter codes are pretty-much
self explanatory. The commands in red are the ones you'll
use the most for circuits (you can virtually ignore the rest
unless, of course, you're drawing PC boards!)

How they work
Typing the first character (as shown in bold below)

brings up the opìions list (which follows). For example,
when you lype E (block) you will see a number of op-
tions. When you type the second letter, part¡cular option
is invoked.

So 9E would be block define (ie, tell Autotrax where the
block is), :J!Jwould be block move and so on. EE lblock
read)and EE (Otocf write)allow you to save a block as a
file and read it back as a component. This is useful where,
for example, you may have six seven segment decoders
driving six LED displays. You draw it once, write it out to
a file, then read it back five times and place it.

The Autotrax commands
ur dia-

E current - gives a list of the current setup

E edit- Úarc,9J component, E pad, ! string,
il track, ! via

ÍFJ t¡le - iJ load, 5 save, E quit, ptus many more
E grid-9 snap:25, rJ visible: 100

E hignlignt - ! connection, E duplicate, -Ú reset
E information - E dimensions, 9l components, plus

others

.J new, -d rename

E setup - all the options for drawing, already setup for
you

E undelete - allows undeletes from 'l up

Z zoom - see j PgUp and J PgDn betow

Four arrow keys move the cursor in 2S-thou steps

lRage Up) - Zoom around mouse position

@ lRage Down) - Shrink around mouse position,E 
lelus on keypad) - steps through Track Colours -

Red -Yellow - Brown

3 lUinus on Keypad) - steps in reverse direction
to -:J

in on the right hand side.
An additional benefit of Autotrax is that the IC pins are

numbered with the pin function near the number. This
prevents transcription errors when going from an IC data
book to draft circuit to final circuit.

We will explain how to draw the Simple Frequency Di-
vider Circuit on page 72. Start the program by clicking (or
double-clicking) on the "Traxedit" shortcut in the Schemati
folder. The shortcut tells Windows to run the program in
a window but it actually boots to full screen.

Once TRAXEDIT is loaded it appears on the opening
screen as AUTOTRAX with "Press a key to continue".
Having pressed, you are presented with a light grey screen
with a grid of white dots.

Âcross the bottom of the screen (similar to the Windows
Taskbar) is a yellow bar with letters and numbers similar
to the following:

X:2000 - Y:1200 mils - L:Top Layer - a block of colour -
P:Round 50 - T:20 - 5:60 - G:25.

In order these mean:
X and Y show the mouse co-ordinates at startup,
L is the layer you are working on,
The block of colour (Red, Brown orYellow) indicates the

colour of the track you will draw on the screen,
P indicates the pad type and size,
T is the track width,
S is the string size and
G is the grid step.
If you are using the bottom layer, the yellow block of

coiour melts into the yellow background, so you won't be
able to see it.

You will note that after the Y position is the word mils,
which means 1/1000 of an inch, usually abbreviated to
"thou." (however, for clarity, we generally leave the full
stop out - ie, "thou").

Even with metrication, most components are based on an
imperial measurement - all through-hoÌe ICs, for example,
have pins 100-mils (0,1") apart.

Below the X: as you select functions a prompt will ap-
pear to assist you.

Drawing a circuit is much the same as "drawing" a PC
board pattern. Instead of pads and physical components,
you select circuit symbols. You join them using very fine
"tracks", as you would the PC board pads etc.

The first step in drawing a circuit is to define the area in
which we can operate. While Autotrax allows the use of a
mouse it is far quicker to use a combination of the mouse
and keyboard keys.

In the following description (selecting a library) using a
mouse we would click the mouse, move to Library, click
the mouse, move to File and click. Using the keyboard we
would type llE (Library FiÌe).

In both cases the loaded library fiìe will show but it is ob-
vious which is more efficient and usually much quicker.

Selecting a library
Type -!J-EJ (or click the mouse as above), Normally we

will use SCHEMATLLIB. If vou car'I remember the ]ibrarv
name. press the keyboard question mark JJ1¡.¡ rn"'l ¿¡d
the iibraries will be displayed.

Atthis stage you only have two,IC.LIB and SCHEMATL
LIB. SeÌect SCHEM,\TI.LIB. Type:JU (place Component)
then type A'll:! (a horizontal A4 pageJ.
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Solar panel
tracker uses
tED sensors

You may have seen solar-
panel tracking circuits which used
light-dependent resistors (LDRs) or
opto-transistors but this circuit uses
ordinary LEDs as the optical sensors.
In this case, green LEDs were found to
be the most sensitive to sunlight and
those with a wider viewing angle were
most suited to this application.

A string of six green LEDs has its
centre point referenced to half the 12V
supply by a voltage divider consisting
of two B2kQ resistors. The top and
bottom outputs of the LED string are
buffered by unity gain op amps ICla
& IClb and then fed to a mixer stage
involving op amp IClc followed by
variable gain stage ICld which is again
referenced to the half-supply voltage
divider.

The output of ICLd is fed to a win-
dow comparator comprising two 741

op amps. TrimpotVR3 adjuststhe dead
band between the two comparators
both of which drive a tra¡rsistor and
relay to operate the windscreen motor
which drives the panel. Microswitches
limit the drive at the end of the solar
panel's range.

The LEDs were protected from ultra-
violet with sunglass lenses while the
PC board was coated with epoxy resin
to protect it from the rain.

fim Hewson,
Kyneton, Vic.
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Above: this diagram shows how the tracker panel
is made. It uses two groups of three green LEDs
separated by an opaque sheet (or "shadow maker")'
In operation, the panel adiusts to keep both sets of
LEDs evenly lit.
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